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PREFACE

Richmond has today become one or the most important cities
in the South.

In

1775

The roundation was laid for this early in its history.

Richmond was a village of only a !ew houses; in 1860 it was

a growing city. The story o! the years between

1775 and 1860 is tied

up closely with the atoxy or the migration or people into Richmond

and with their lives as they helped to develop the capital or Virginia.
I have in this paper attempted to show the trend ot migration
into Richmond fran 1775 to 1860 and to show the important part that some
of the individual inmigrants played in developing the city.
'l'o all the people 1fho have helped me I Yrlsh to express my

sincere thanks. Dr. Ralph McDanel1 of the University

o:t

Richmond1

has always been willing to help meJ this I have greatly appreciated.
Tht librarians at the Virginia State Library have been very helpful in

finding materials and giving

suggestion~.

CHAPrER I

RICHMOND'S GROWTH FRO:U: 1775 TO 1860
The site
by

or

the City of Richmond, Virginia, was first visited

Englishmen·, early, in the seventeenth century, not long after their

arrival at Jamestown.
Nature 5 with strong and artistic hand, has formed
a splendid site for a great city, at the Falls or the

river called PO'Vlbatan (The James) ••••• l

Captain newport and Captain John Smith, with twenty other men,
explored in 1607 this area at the Falls. The next year Captain Newport

returned, as he believed he could find a route to the South Sea by sailing
up the James River. 2

Early attempts to establish settlements at Richmond railed, but in

1644 the General Assembly ordered that a fort

be built at the Falls to keep

back the Indians. As the Indians nre still giving trouble in 16791 the As-

sembly or the Virginia Colo%11' granted captain William Byrd certain rights to
the landll at the Falls, ,il' he would satUe fifty strongly armed men there to

~·christian,

•Ibid, p.2.

w.

Ashbury, Richmondc Her Past and Present 1 p.l.

protect tlle settlement in the East. Captain Byrd took advantage 0£ this
and nrrorte Charlea"•3 as it was then called.- protected the eastern settlements of Virginia until the frontier moved west

or Richmond.

At the Fort Captain Byrd erected a warehouse, which soon became
the trading post between the East and·Wests here boa.ts from the East and
wagons from the West met.4
After Captain Byrd's death in 17041 his son, Colonel William Byrd,
succeeded hin. In his journal under the date

or September 191

19.33, he re-

oorded1
When we got home, we la.id the i'ounda.tion for two
large cities, one at Sha.cco•s, to be called Richmond,
and the other at the falls of the Appomattox River, to
be named Petersburg. These l!ajor Mayo oi'fered to lay
out into lots Without fee or reward. The truth or it
is, these two places being the uppermost landing of
James and Appomattox rivers are naturally intended tor
marts where the tra.f.fic oi' the outer inhabitants must
centre. Th~ we did not build castles only1 but also cities
in the air.
Richmond was established as a town by law 1n 1742 1 but it did not
grow beyond a hamlet until the time

or

the Revolutionary war.

Williamsburg was the capital of Virginia before 17771 but as the

war continued, the General Assembly realized that this city was opened to
attacks by the British. They passed a bill removing the arms, ammunitions,
troops and also the public records to Richmond.6
In tray, 17791 because of the danger to Williamsburg and because

or
3

the central location of Richmond, the Assembly passed an act moving Vir-

,_,Ibid.
'+Ibid.

.

p.5.

~bi~. p.7 •
....!?L· p.9.

ginia.'s seat or government from Williamsburg to Richmond. This decision

caused the population at Richmond to grow rapidly.7
Mrs. Edward Carrington described the Richmond of 1779 to a friend
in a letter.

It is indeed a 1ovely situation,. and may at some
future period be a great city,. but at present it will

afford scarce one comfort or .lli'e. With the exception
of two or three families, this little to'Wll is made up
of Scotch £actors, who enhabit small tenemgnts here
and there from the river to the hill·····•
Richmond was unprepared for the sudden increase in population.

As government officials moved into the town, they .round hardly suf'ricient
homes• Temporary public buildings had to be used lll'ltil permanent ones
could be planned and built. Mot only did the war bring in government or-

.f'icia.ls_. but businessmen, such as innkeeperf.I and newspapermen, came fran
Williamsburg. Foreigners
came and settled
in Richmond, drami by the trade
.
.

and industry growing up around the town. About 1781 Richmond's population

was l800j about half'

or

these were slaves. The General Assembly in 1782

incorporated Richmond as a city, making it the sixth one of the Commonwealth.9
Morse, the geographer, hae described the Richmond of l7C9.
It contairia about three hundred houses. The new onea
are well built. A large and elegant Stat&-house, or
Capitol, has lately been erected on the hill. The lower
part or the town is divided by a creek, over which there
is a bridge1 whioh for Virginia is elegant. A handsome

and expensive bridge between three hundred and £our hundred
yards in lengtht has lately been thrown across James River ••••

A canal is cutting on the north side

?Richmond Capital

or Virginia.,

Bc11ris"flian, .2l;•cit. p.18.

9Ibid, p.21.

-

PP• 13-J.U.

or

the river, which is

to terminate in a basin or about two acres in the
town o:t Richmond. The opening of this canal promises
much wealth to Richmond. 10

In 1790 the first census of the United States was taken and
RicllI!lOnd*s population had grown to .3, 761. The report divided the .f'ir;ures

as

.i'ollowsa

Free 'White males 16 and up • • • • • • • 878
Free 1Vhite males under 16 • • • • • • • 353

Free mute females

• • ••• • ••• • 786

All other free persons • • • • • • • • • 256
Slaves • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .l247J.
Total • • • •

Although Richmond received only a. small percentage

or the

foreign

or

the cities of the North, more came

than the majority or people realize.

To help thia, as early as 1788 an

immigration in comparison to some

Amicable Society was formed to aid strangers and way-.farers who came to the
city. The society was a closed one with only sixty members J it lasted until

1855. l2 Richmond seems to have tried to m.ake these strangers !eel at home.

Soon after the Revolution the government of Virginia and the
United States became interested in passing laws concerning immigrants. On
Ma.y 8, 1785; the Attorney Genora.11 F.dmund Randolph., gave the following opinion to tho Governor

or Virginia

on the question of arresting foreignerss

The Executive cannot give a direction to the
Sherif£ to arrest .f"oreignera at the instance· or their
consuls without a particular application in every ease.
For th& act enjoins the Executive to use their discre1

~on, Heney. Historical Colla:tia:sor Virginia1 p.10.
llFirst Census of the United States (l7$io) p.io:
l2liordecil, Samuel, Richmond fri !3Y::Q<?ne Days, lst.ed, p.7.

tion lVhere he (the consul) shall require aid .for
executing the sameJ ... nor· does the law of nations
justify such a procedure~ 13

Congress,.

in i794 on Mr. Madison's motion,

the obligatory period

or

passed a law to make

residence be.fore naturalisation five years. The

Federalists raised the term. 0£ probation to fourteen yea.rs in 1797 and

passed· an Alien Act saying the President had the power of arresting and
sending any alien out o.r the Union.14

The majority

or Virginians

were

against these Aliens and Sedition Acta passud by the Federal governn.ent,
and many debates were held in the General Assembly. Finally the General

Assembly passed resolutions against these lawu, and sent them to various
other states11

The Legislature of Virginia having on the 21st
of Dece.'llber,, 17981 ordered certain resolutions, censuring the administration of the Federal Government,
to be transmitted for the concurrence oi the Legislature of the several states, and receiving in its last
sessioni proceedings of some of the states on those
resolutions unravorable to their views, referred those
proceedings to a committee, and justifying the resolu-

tions, and solemnly.ad.haring to them1 as true, constitutional and salutary:.
·
The resolutions, embracing a variety or topics,
if not intended, were well calculated, as a declaration
o.f war by the State of Vir~a. aeainst the government
o.f the United States .....
Somo foreigner$ were. tried in Richmond because or these acts.
B·y 1800 Richmond's population had grown to 5•737J

Richmond had

grawn more rapidly from 1700. ,to 1000 than at any period during the Colonial

era. Part o.f this increase was caused by foreigners 1 particularly the
French, coming to help us during the Revolution. Later political re!ugees

.
16
i'led .from France during their Revolution, and some came to Richmond.
There was in Europe, particularly in the German states., actual
enlistment of emigrants to come to this country. The German Princes were
so worried about the decrease or population in their states that they actually passed laws prohibiting migration.

The agents worked so secretly

that it was hard to trace them.17
Newlanders at Hamburg in 1792 had such an indirect
way of working that it was very difficult for the government to trace them down and find the person chieny
responsible ror enlistments. Unemployed men and deserters
meeting by chance certain agents on the street or in the
inns would be referred to others. These in return would
re.fer them to American ship captains., but in such a way
that if they were examined by of!1cials 1 it would be impossible for the emigrants either to identity the enticers
by name or admit they werg going to America otherwise than
of their O\m free will.

These promotion agents usually worked on a commission basis and

made a great deal

or money on

these emigrants. There have been claims that

some Hugenot families in France paid as much as six or eight thousand livres
to escape religious persecution. Sometimes these agents increased their
proti ts by stealing emigrant property and cash.19

Richmond had received her share

or

these foreigners who came f'rom

Europe, and by 11310 her population had increased to 91 7JS. The number ot
16ru.ohmond1 Capitol

or Virgini~

p.i;;.

l7Brite, John Duncan, The Attitude of Eur2Eean States Toward Emigration
to the American Colmnies and the UriitedStates, p.154.
·

ie1bra, p.1550

19Ib!d, p.150.

inhabitants in the city had grown to 12 1 046 by l820J there were 61 404

whites,

41 393 slaves, and 1 1 246 free

negroes. 20

Because their political rights were either curtailed or completely withdrawn, many German Hebrew families settled in Richmond about 1820.

By 1830 there were 71 7S5 whiteSJ 61 345 slaves) and 1 1 960 .tree negroes, making the total population

or

Richmond 161 060. The population of Richmond

in the past ten years had increased by thirty-three and a half per cent.21
During the decade of 1840 to 1850 Richmond received a small, yet
valuable group of English, Irish, and French, as well as more young Germans.22
The majority of these Germans came :from Hesse and Saxony. Many of them

lived in_Uew York, Philadelphia, Baltimore or New Orleans before coming to
Richmond. In 1840 Richmond's population was 201 l53J in 1850 it was .)01 280. 23
Most of these immigrants adjusted themselves easily to their new

home, but some

or

their ideas horrified the more conservative groups in Rich-

mond for a 'While.
A German political club in Richmond advocated old age pensions and
other measures

or

social security as early as 18.50. One reaction to such

radicalism was a sudden growth in Richmond of the Know-lfothing Party1 a
secret organization devoted to political activity against foreign born citizens and immigrants. 24

Richmond continued to grow. In 1860, just before the War Between
.the States, the population had grown to 37,900. Ot these 2.3 1 625 were whites,

2 1 575 free negroes, and ll,699 slaves.

25

From the period 1775 to 1860 Richmond had grown !rom a village
to a city. These immigrants, who had entered the cit.y and made it a. home, ·
had given liberally to the political, social, and cultural life or Richmond.

Whether they rema.inedhere the rest·of their lives, or whether they stayed
only a short· time, there are traces of their work. Every vocational field
had its representatives.

There were ministers, doctors, teachers, writers,

and many others who migrated here and made Richmond their home. They became

a pa.rt or Richmond.

CHAPrER II

THE IMMIGRANTS' PART IN EDUCATION
Many of Richmond's early schools owe their existence to immigrants

who came here from Europe. In many old newspapers are round, inserted

by

foreigners, advertisements of academies !or both young gentlemen and young
ladies, offering such subjects as French, dancing, mathematics, English,
and bookkeeping. Many of Richmond's prominent o1tisens of the day were
educated in these schools.
Frenchmen, because of the aid France had given the American Colonies 1n winning their independence, were very popular in the United States
in the

years immediately follawing the Revolution. One evidence or this

popularity is the desire or many Americans during that period to learn the
French language.
Richmond had its share of French people 'Who came in during the
period of the American Revolution and who remained here, sane earning their
living by teaching school. Other political refugees from France came during their Revolution, settled here in Richmond, and entered the field

or

education.
"To Richmond belongs the pul.mary' distinction of founding the first

academy or sciences and arts in English America having the scope or
L•Academie des Sciences et des Beaux-Arts des Etats Unis1!

26

This academy

was begun by Chevalier Alexander Marie Quesnay de Beaurepaire.
Quesnay de Beaurepaire ca.me to Virginia in 1777 wishing to distinguish himself' as a soldier in the American Revolution. He was the 11 grandson of Dr. Quesna.y, famous French Philosopher1 economist and court physician
or Louis XVI.n 27
Sir John Peyton, a colonel of the Gloucester Militia, welcomed
this former captain 0£ the Royal Guards of Louis

m to Virginia and

pre-

sented him to Governor John Page. His army career did not la.st long because

he lacked :tunds 1 his letters or recommendation were lost by the carelessness

ot the Governor's clerks, and he had a long, serious illness. During his
illness he lived for two years with the Peytons in Gloucester at their home,
"Isleham".28
With the suggestions 0£ John Page and others in his mind, Quesnay
de Beaurepaire set out

ror

Philadelphia in 1780 to establish his academy in

the capita1 city of the United States. Minus his letters of reommendation
and without enough funds 1 he arrived in this war-weary city to compete with
other Frenchmen already established there as teachers. Although his curricu2

~Ieagher, Margaret, Education in Richmond, p.19·
2 Gaines, Richard Howard, "Ricfuiiond's First Academz Projected by' M. guesnay
de Beaurepaire in l786i.f p.4.
Virginia. Historicil Coectioni XI (1892) p.4.
28Roberts, John G. "The American Career of Quesney de Beaurepaire," The
French Review, XX (1947) 1 May, pp.463-464.
-

lum included languages, music 1 dratting, cartography, portrait painting,
and drama, he was not too success!u.l. Part

or his work was

or a French play at the Southward Theatre, but his
stopped because or Philadelphia's la1'18 prohibiting

the presenting

dramatic activities soon
dramatic performances •

.As his aimS in Philadelphia were not realised; he moved to Mew York. 29
New Tork was not interested in fine artsJ therefore Quesnay de
Beaurepa.ire began to think of Richmond as the ideal place for his academy
or fine arts.
emyi

B7 l78S he was

in Richmond laying plans tor his large acact-

The Chevalier gives a description or the city he chose for his acad-

Richmond from its situation about 39th degree of
longitude and 37th degree or latitude and by the easy
approach or vessels up to the walls or the Academy (on
Shockoe Hill), seemir to offer the most suitable place
in America to establish a general botanical emporium.
The seasons of the year there make their influence
regularly !eltJ the winter is just cold enough and the
smnmer wa.nn enough to cultivate what grows in North and
South France.

The situation or this city is charming in all res•
pectsJ its position embraces a valley and two hills, upon
one of which stands the Academy. James River at the foot
or enclosure {enceinte) forms a superb cascade 0£ about
three miles long. Transporatation will not longer be
interrupted in thl.s place because of the use or· a canal·
of a league in length now llll.der construction, which will
render the river navigable 80 leagues above this capital
of Virginia.ao
Prior to the opening of the large academy, Quesnay had a small
school here in Richmond. An adv crtisement in the September 24th, l 785
edition of the Virginia Gazette said:
29Ibid pp.464-466.
1
30Richmond Academy 0£ Arts 1 The Academy of Sciences and Fine Arts
the United States of America., p.io.

0£

The sohools of the Academy, dancing among them,
are to be held opposite the Bridge, until the Academy
is completed.Jl
Soon the Frenchmen showed "ill-disguised irritation over the la.ck

or

serious-mindedness of the Richmond.people who are inclined to.encourage
.32
none or the branches except dancing."
The motives

or

the founder of this Academy are best expressed in

his own words1
I saw ·• • • • • the advanta.ce • • • , • of

multiplying, under circumstances as·interesting
as those of the birth of a Republic, the relations
of France nth the Republic,·and of uniting it to
my native land of new motives of gratitude 1 or confonni ty in.tastes and of the most interesting communication between the individuals of two nations. 33
Through subscriptions about twelve thousand dollars was raised,
and a site on Shockoe Hill was purchased.

This block became known as Acad-

emy Square and was bounded by the streets known today as Broad, Marshall,

and Twelfth and extended beyond the present College Street. The corners:t;one
of the building was laid June 26, 1786, in an impressive ceremony led by
Masonic Lodge 1.3. The Virginia Gazette of June 28 1 1786, recounts the events

Last Saturday the Ancient and Honorable Society
or Free and Accepted Masons met in their new hall at
8 a.m., were properly olothe:l and walked from thence
in possession to Shockoe Hill' under a salute of cannon,
for the ptU"pOse of laying the foundation atone or Quesnay• s Academy, being met by the trustees. of the under-

taking .J4

The building was a frame structure on a brick i'oundation. Botanica

32Ibid.

5~The

l'lichmond Academy 0£ Arts,

Roberta, .22·~· p.468.

~·~· p.J.

gardens in a formal French setting, which might be studied by botanists
from all over the world, were planned.
Because o! !inancial proble?ps Quesnay rented the completed Acadoot:/ building to Hallam and Henry, a theatrical troupe, and continued his

classes in the old building; but supplies for the Academy, such as globes

from England1 ha.d arrived.
His plans were to make the Academy international in scope with
Richmond the center and with branches in Baltimore.-· Philadelphia, and New
York. Quesnay secured the support of many of the leading people or the day,
both 1n the United States and .in Europe.

Sarah Bache, the daughter of Ben-

jamin Franklin, supported the project and wrote to her rather asking him

to support it. There are listed in Quesnay de Beaurepaire's Memoire one
hundred seventy-five people who a.re supposed to have supported his project.

Thomas Jefferson early had misgivings, and soon these turned to disapproval.
In letters exchanged between Quesnay and Jerrerson1 the latter argued that
the United States was not ready f'or an Academy such as

~uesnay

had planned.

Beaumarchais of France re.fused his support. Quesnay did win the tavor of
the Paris Royal Academy of Science and of the Royal Society of London.J5
In 1786 Queenay went to France to secure more funds tor his Academy, and in 1788 he published his I.Iemoires in Paris.

One or the original

copies is found in the Virginia State Library. He presented a copy of these

Memoi:res to Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette.

While Quesnay de Bea.urepaire was still in Paris, the French
Revolution broke out; he did not return to this county. He did plan to
for the Revolution, he signed

retum, however, and while phamp

his name "le Chevalier Quesnay de Beaurepaire, President de l 1Acade:aie de

.
J6
Richmond en Virginie."
The Richmond Acadel!lY', as the largest building in Richmond, had

the honor of being used in 1788 by the members of the Virginia Convention

to hold their meeting to ratify the Federal Constitution. By 1800 the
Academy had become a theatre; it

Rs

destroyed by !ire in 180).

This project, although it failed, went beyond the paper stage.
Had Quesnay succeeded in establishing the Academy on the scale conceived,

Richmond would have become the intellectual centre not only of the South
and a great part of the Uorth, but perhaps of' the whole country.

The Chev-

. alier was 'lfell ahead of his time •.37
Another Frenchman who became a part of Richmond's educational
system was Louis Francois Picot. He was an ardent Royalist who

ned

from

France in 1790. In the United States he is better known as Louis Hue
Gira.rd.in, Girardin being his mother's name.

Afraid that he would be fol-

lowed to Virginia he assumed this name. For over ten years he was closely

associated with early education in. Richmond and until his death he was the

friend and correspondent or Thomas Je££erson.38
Girardin belonged to the group

36Ibid., P• 470.
37oaines 1 loo.cit. XI, p.U.
38Meagher,~·2!!:!.' pp.J7-J8.

or

re.tugees whose admiration for

the author ot the Declaration o! Independence reached the point of being
a cult. He was a teacher

or

a type superior to the "vagabonds who went a-

bout. earning a living combining the teaching 0£ dancing and French and
sometimes drawing, earning for their country a reputation

or lacking

serious

purpose. n39 In America he considered himself a true American and tried to
keep alive the interest in learning which he had brought with him. He was
always fond of books and study. Prior to his coming to America he had done
some literary work.

When he came to America, he taught for a time at Georgetown College
in the District of Columbia) then in 1803 he took a professorship in history
at William and lla.ry College. While there he continued his literacy- work.
One book he started was the Amoenitates Graphical, 'Written in bC)th French
and English. In 1805 he started a translation of' the Revolutionary Annals

ot France, which he never completed.40

In 1805 Girardin moved to Richmond and advertised

in 1808 that he

had taken over. Haller•s Academy and had reduced the tuition. When the comer-

stone- of the Richmond Academy was laid in 16091 Girardin's pupils marched in
the procession.

In his Richmond school he offered Greek, Latin, Italian,

French, and Civil and natural history. Charles Fremont taught French composition. Mrs. Girardin, tlie former Polly Greenhaw of Williamsburg" took care
of the female pupils and taught them ornamental arts. The school occupied

39Philips 1 Edith, Louis Hue Girardin and Nicholas Gown Du!iet and their
Relations with Tho."!lS.8 Jefferson, p.j.

4Of bid., pp .j-li.

the house that was formerly the home of Mr. Edmund Randolph• U
While in Richmond Girardin was the sole editor and joint proprietor

or

the Richmond En,quirer.

In December• 18111 tragedy' struck when the Theatre tire caused the
death

or his

wife and only son. He might have lost his life if he had

not le:f.1, tbe theatre that evening for a smoke.
Because

or this

he lefi Richmond and.for a while he taught near

Staunton. Be continued to do some writing !or the Richmond Iffil!!rer.

t. H. Gira.rdin•s best

kmnm literacy work is his completion

or

the

.rourth volunne or Burke's Historz or Virginia. This was done under the
close supervision or Thomas Je£i'erson,

John Daily Burke

11'8$

killed in a

duel with M. Cocquebert in 1804, After completing only three volumes of
his history. The fourth volume was started by Skelton Jones, who was also
killed 1n a duel after completing only sixty-three pages.42
Later in 1821 Girardin went to Baltimore to be principal of a college.
At the time of his death in 182.5 ha was President of the Maryland Academy
of Science and Literature. It has been said, 4'he brought to the New World

the best of the Old.n43
Another large scale project was attempted in Richmond

by a Swiss

gentlemen named d1 Ivernois, who proposed in 1794 to transplant

to Richmond

the College 0£ Geneva. He considered the moral clima.te of Switzerland un-

ravorabl.e. 'lhomas Jefferson favored this idea and oven gave some financial

rau. 44

support, but it was to

Fran 1787to1824
in Richmond.

~Welshman

by the name of Fitzwhyllson kept· a school

During the Revolution he was a member

or

the. band of Lord

Cornwallis's armyJ he settled in Richmond after the war •. In his school he
taught English, mathematics and bookkeeping.

but he played several

of Main

and

mus~cal

Not only did he teach school,

instruments and kept a bookshop at the corner

Poarl Streets.45 His interest in music caused him later to

round the Musioal Society-1 which gave concerts in the Tambark Hall at the

comer

or Ma.in and Pearl Streets.46

An old gentleman by the name of Monsieur Joseph Bonnardel, Who had
!led from France at the time of the French Revolution, taUght French lessons
privately•. He wore at all times old court costumes which showed he had known

better days. Mordecai asserts tha,t he kept every article of his clothing
that he had brought i'rom France with hill no matter how old or how worn it

was. He was too proud to ask for assistance.

Every movement of his b~

was st1£f and angular and operated like a machine. His home was a small
wooden house on Grace Street west of Fourth. Bonnardel imagined every hand-

some pupil who was old enough to be in love with him.

"The old man rather

lived to love than loved to llve.n47
James Ogilvie1 a Scotsman, kept in ru.ch.mond a classical boarding school
tor boys over fifteen.

Among the subjects of.f'ered were rhetoric, logic and

,!!Meagher,, ,22•oit.,

p~3.3.

~.cit.;

p.35.

·

~earl Street""TS now Fourteenth Street.

vMeagher,

47uordecai,

.22•ili•• lst.ed.,

p.134.

scotch· metaphysics. The community looked upon Ogilvie as an eccentric,

and he.was reputed to use opium.
On certain Sunday afternoons he gave moral and educational le<>"'

tures on such subjects as "the Evil Effects or Luxury" and "Juvenile Edu-

cation.rt The good people of the city ma.de so much fuss that he changed
his lectures fr<Jll Sunday to Saturday. The ·people in the Gazette called
his lectures a "gross and open profanation • • , • • Instead

ot listening

to lectures we should be qualifying ourselves for future i'elicity.n48

Ogilvie also had his pupils given public examinations at the
Capitol, a form of juvenile torture of the time. He al.so had his pupils
attend the Burr trial in Richmond.

About 1820 Ogilvie returned to Scotland to assume hirt ancestral.
title,. Lord Finlater. Soon after this he killed himself because of a fail•

ure in elocution. He was noted for his love or elocution and his ability
and he deserves some credit for improving the taste

or public

speaking in

Richmond.49
Pre3Viously I mentioned that L. H. Girardin took over the Haller

AcadCl'J\1' in 1808. l t was incorporated in 1807 by a SWias gentleman,

c. s.

L. Haller. Among its trustees -were such men as John llarshall and W. II.
Cabell..

The curriculum was wider than that of the other local schools.

Art and music wa--e a

vit~l

pa.rt of instruction.

The faculty or this school included L. H. Girardin, who later took

over the school and Charles Fremont.

48Meagher1 ~~cit•, p.42.
49tittle•

JOlinP.1

History: of Richmondi p.17.

Dr• Haller &tressed the ornamental without
neglecting the practical. He exalted the importance or educating the taste of the yol.ll'lg •••••
Mevertheless he bad excellent ideas,·same of them

today the ccanon places of education.> ·

Fisher in his Histor,y o! Monumental Church states that Haller
ran away i'rom Richmond.:1 Mordecai called him an "impudent adventurer." $2

These are the most important immigrants or the period 1tho have
had a part in creating an educationa1 system in Richmond.

1

~0 !leagher, .22•cit.,. p.U.

Ibid.
52 MOrdecai, ,21?.eCit.~ lat. ed. p.203·
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CHAPTER III
THE GERMAN MIGRATION TO RICHMOND

'ii'hen Richmond became the capital of the Commonwealth, there
were already some Germans here in the city. This number was increased
by a portion of the Hessian troops, who were brought over here by the

British to fight the Americans during the Revolution and remained here
to become citizens or this new country.
The German subsidiacy troops, - the 11 d• •••• d
Hessians," as they ware called in Virginia .. were
only the involuntary unfortunate victims of an
abominable bargain, which the Englisg King had arranged with covetous German Princes. 3

Thousands of these Hessians were captured during the Revolution,
and a portion or them were brought to the Old DOillinion to be held prison-

ers.
The German Virginians were much grieved by the
deplorable part their captured countrymen were destined
to take in the War of Independence, and the mod.em
slave trade or German soldiers was most sever~ly condemned by all intelligent people or Ge:rmany.~4
ln all the prison camps the Hessian troops were encouraged to dese:rt. The officers were separated from the men, so that the troops could

S3schurioht1 ~.cit.,I, p.112·

54Ibid.,I, p.14S:---

be more easily persuaded to join the American forces.

Promises of'"thirty

Spanish dollars ha.rd money,n5.5 and the use of musicians, loose women, and
liquor helped persuade many or the Germans to desert.
When the 193.r was over, Congress offered many advantages to these

German soldiers who cared to remain in this country. The German Princes,
who ha.d sent their men over here, gladly consented for many

or the

officers

and men to remain, as they wished to reduce the number in theil:- armies at
this time.56
On February 8, 178.3 1 the Duke of Brunswick
issued an order directing the reduction or hie army,
and giving the of.ficers and men permission to remain in or return to America, and granting those
who did so six month 1 s pay. Each captain was to
receive an allowance on being retired, or $15 J ~
first lieutenant, ea, a second lieutenant, $6. 57

One

or the

Hessian soldiers who settled in Richmond was Joseph

Dannsdadt1 who Mordecai heard, came to this country as a sutter with troops
that were sold by his prince.58 He was one oi' those 1Vho escaped the perils
of war and on December 61 17841 he declared his intention to reside in the
Commomvealth of Virginia and took an oath

or allegiance.59

Tradition says

that Joseph Dam.sdadt was captured and as a prisoner was taken to Charlottesville where he early dreamed of a life in the NewWorld.6o

~~i~, I, p .148 •
~~ioi

• I, p.149•
Max Von; The German Allied Troops in the North .American War
of Independancet p.~6$ •
.
58Mordecii; .21?•cr ., p.110.
59Ezekiel, Herbert T.. , and Lichlenstein, G.aston, The History of the Jews
ot Richmond .f.'rom 1769 to 1917, p.29.
.

.77EriJ:king,

6Ofbid. p.27.

Soon after settling in Richmond, he opened a market and proved
himself' to be a shrewd man.

Many

Germans had settled in the Blue Ridge

Valley, and Darmsdadt 1 s knowledge of' the German language "attracted many
of the farmers who drove their wagons to Richmond, laden with the products
of the dairy, the mill the f'orest and the chase." 61 He lived in the
1

1

market place and received their goods. His social disposition attracted

the select members

or society to

his market. Almost all of Richmond's

citizens went early to market to get supplies for their homes, and Ur.

Darmsdadt always kept a large pot of coffee, 'Which he prepared himself,
before the fireplace to serve to his friends, the judges, lawyers, doctors
and merchants or Richmond. 62 Many prominent citizens met here to hear the

news. "Its proprietor retained it
yea.rs, until his death.u 63

and

its customers some, thirty or forty

It will be observed from the foregoing that the
citizens of Richmond instead or feeling bitterly towards the Hessians as a people, received with open arms
those who had the good fortune to become acquainted
with .American ideas.64
There were many other German names in Richmond by 1780. The list

or members of the Amicable Society included tr;;m. Schermer I J. Kemp, Joseph
Damsdadt, J. Kerr, A. Leiper, Samuel 1.-'yers, Jas. Uarx,n65 and others. Some

or these Germans, who came in this early period, were attracted by letters
Wrltten hane by the former Hessian soldiers describing Virginia. So many

61Mordecai,

~.oit., p.110 •
6621bid, p.~. .
6~Ibid.
Ezekiel, S!E•cit., p.27 •
65schuricht, ~.cit •• II, p.20.

Germans were in Virginia by the end or the eighteenth century that 11 on

Deceober 2.3 1 1794, House

or Delegates

of Virginia renolved to publish in

German the most important laws of the State." 66
The majority or Germans who came to Richmond in the late eigh-

teenth and early nineteenth century were leaders and were interested in
education. Even as late as 1840, according to the census

or Virginia,

one twelfth o! its population could neither read nor write. The Germans,

though, had had their parochial school since the days ot Governor Spotswood. 6'i
Some

of these Germans brought new ideas

Prussian by birth established in
against .fir& in

Virginia~.

1794

to Richmond. W.

s. Ast, a

the first Mutual Assurarice Company

Mr. Ast•s office was near the comer ot Franklin

and Governor at Thirteenth Streets. He was "a small, shrivilled, wi.zenfaced

man, who looked as if he was the descendant or the mother or vinegar." 68 His

secretary in business as Louis M. Rivalain, a Turk, but not a Uoha.metan,
and an accomplished clerk, but not a handsome man.69
William Ast broueht the plan of fire insurance from Prussia, and

was able to ext.end his plan widely to lior.f'olk1 Petersl;>urg, and Fredericksburg, as well as in Richmond. · Every person paid a certain quota of insurance
.

.

on the value or his house. Extensive fires in these cities, as so many o!
the houses were frame, exhausted the first quota of premium. Other payments

were required, and some ref'used to pay. The company went through hard times,
but it is still in existence tod.a.y.70

~bid.,I, p.J.43.
7Ibid.,II, p.2$).
6~ordecai, op.cit., p.253.
6
Ibid.

70Schuricht,

I.

21?·~1 II,p.2~.

A German, who is almost a legend in Richmond, is the fisherman,
Widewilt. He used Hock Landing, a. small island that had been formed in the
Jar.tea River by a severe ice .freshet, as a resort £or oyster boats and small
crafts. Many people expected this island to disappear as it had

"The courageous work

or

bee~

formed.

the Gennan risheman calls i'orth admiration and has

sUZTounded his name with romance.n7l
These Oemans, who came to Richmond, had their affect on the r&-

ligioua life or the city. During the years 18.37, 18.38 and 10.391 several
families !'rom Bavaria arrived11ho had been accustomed to the German mode ot
worship.

There was at this time only one Jewish Synagogue in the city, 'Which

was called the Congregation Beth Shulonte. About 1640 some twenty families

were organized into a society for religious purposes and held their services
at the home of Mr. Meyer Angle. Soon more immigrants arrived, and a synagogue v.as built on Marshall Street near Sixth.
Ahaba.,

In 1848 the Synagogue, Beth

on Eleventh Street near lt!arshall, '\'las dedicated. 72 Not only was· the

Hebrew religion well represented, but there were also Catholic and Lutheran
churches.

A.t'ter this large migration, which included the family of J. Brauer,

v.

Hacher,

a.

Liewer, and others, Richmond became the center of Gennan life

in Virginia. Celebration of Gennan national events were held in the city.
The German Virginian citizens hoped thes·e celebrations would demonstrate to

their countrymen the strength of the German element here and give them more
national selr confidence. They hoped also to create more understanding of

71Ibid.,II, p.27 •
72Ibid.,II, p.29 •

German mores among the Anglo-American citizerus

or Richmond.73

Some of the Germans who came to Richmond about the middle of the
nineteenth century were fanatics, Ttho cherished the idea or Gennanizing
America. Thus number was small but active i'or a short l'lhile, and set up an

organization called "The Free German Society.*' This society caused suspician
and criticism among the other citizens in Richmond. Herman Schuricht, ldl.o

came to Richmond in 18.59 from Germany, gave an aocowit of this organization
in one of his books.74

It was about 1650 when a certain Mr. Steinmetz
came to Richmond and made energetic efforts to organize
a "Freie Genneinde." He was assisted by brewer Richter,
of the Chimborazo Brewery, Mr. Kempe, Mr. A. Rich, two
Mess. Tenpel, Mr. Steinlein, etc. Several meetings were
held at Monticello Hotel, where Steinmetz addressed the
members on their principles of Free-thinkers. A great
deal or animosity was aroused, particularly among their
countrymen, by the hoiating of a "red .flag" over the
neeting house, and this demonstration brought down on
them the appellation of "Die Rothen" i.e. "the Red:5."
In the early part or 1851 Steinmetz was advised to shake
the dust of the city orr his feet if ho did not desire
to be subjected to complications peculiarly disagreeable
to himself, and he heeded the advice. With his disappeaiance the whole movement was wrecked.7 5

Jealousy or the German's success in Agriculture, industry and commerce and the demonstrations in public festiva1s

or

the love of' Old Father-

land increased the ill feelings with Anglo-Virginians.

Germans held mass

meetings demanding equal rights in the City Council. A leader in this
ment was

c.

move-

R. Y. Pohle, ldl.o was bom in l.821 at Delitsch, Prussia, came to

i~§!i:'II,
.,II, p.31·
p.J.3•

7 Ibi .,II, p.36•

New York in 1844, and moved to Richmond in 1852. In Richmond Mr. Pohle

was appointed Pro-Sector of the anatomical depart.'!1ent or the Rich.'!lond
Medical College and also filled the.position of Drum llajor of the First

Virginia Regiment. He

lfl"Ote

two dramas and some poems which were severely

critic1aed. 16

As Richrnond had such a large German population, there ware several
newspapers published in the German language.

In l8S3 B. Hassel, 'Who was

bo m in Cassel, Hessia, founded the Richmond Anzeiger. In 1900 it as the
oacond oldest Richmond newspaper in existence. It·had many di££ioulties 1

and at times its owner acted aa editor, compositor, printer, and distributor.
Herman Schuricht published.a. daily newspaper called Die Virginische Zoitung,

'Which soon went out

or

existence because or the Civil war. Reverend Hoyer,

pastor ef the Oenn.a.n Evangelical

st. Johannes

Church, published a paper

called the Beobachter1 a weekly paper which existed only a short, time as it

was ao poorly supported.77
The Germans of Richmond established certain social associations
such as "the Vocal Musical Association,"

"the Theatrical Society," and "the

Social Turnverein." As these imrnigranta were also interested.in dramatics,
three German amateur theatres were develol>ed.78
Certain German immigrants here spent part of their time writing to
Gennany to encourage others to come here. Frederick A. llayo, a native of
Oederan, Saxony, published a book 1n 1850 encouraging migration to Virginia

7~
'
7 bid.,ll, pp.37-39.
n.!bi .,,rr, p.ho.
7""J.bid. 1 II 1 p.56· ·

and Uest Virginia 1n Richmond, Virginia.

In his book Schuricht tolls a-

bout one of Mayo•s -letters.
An Immigration Society was organizod in Richmond
to cooperate with the Emigration Society in Massia,
Saxony. He also states that the engineer Ernst Kurth,
boni at Koelln near Meissen, and residing 1n Richmond,
had been authorized to give his countrymen all information they might ask about VirginiaJ that he had been

employed upon the recommendation o·f Dr. Cabell by the

Society'for the construction 1n Virginia and that the
plan of the Danville railroad bridge across the James
river near Richmond and other archi te.ctural works were
drawn by :Mr. Kurth. No visible traces, however, are
lert of any noteworthy results of the Saxon-Virginian
colonization enterprise.79
By

1860 the German element in Richmond's population represented

nineteen per cent of the whole population.BO

CHAPrER IV
THE DruIGRANTS IN COMMERCE AlID INDUSTRY

Not only prior to the Revolution, but !or several years afterwards,
the supplies or goods imported into Virginia. were hand1ed ohiefiy by Scotch,

English a.nd Irish merchants. Quite often the principals of these mercantile
houses resided in Great Britain, and the Junior partners conducted their
business in Virginia.. Usually young clerks were ordered not to marry Virginia girls, as it would weaken the central organization. This tendered to

prevent social intercourse with Virginian planters, and sometimes ca.used the
merchants to torm connections with disreputable characters and to form habits

ot intemperance. 81
The merchants prior to the Revolution had drawn many

or the

plant-

ers tar into debt, and during the Revolution there was a cessation of trade
which caused prices to rlse on imported goods and prices to go down on produce. To save planters .from ruin .and to punish Tory merchants, an act was
passed con!iscating British debts. The affect ot this disappeared 'When
peace came, and the British merchants kept the monopoly
mond for many years a!ter 1783. Some

or these

or the

trade in Rich-

young British merchants de-

cided to stay in Richmond and gave up their promises not to marry Virginia

girls.82
One of "the most important Scotoh merchants ns Jolm Allan, the

foster father of Edgar Allan Poe. He was bom 1n 1780 in Irvine, Scotland,

and received his formal education there. At the end or the eighteenth centUl"j"

prior to emigrating from Scotland, the All.ans and Galts 1 another family

or Richmond merchants, were petty traders and smugglers. John Allan 1 s formal education was aided by a gil't or keeness and a familiarity tti th the

forms of business correspondence, legal papers, and accounts. 83 His letters
sh01' him as a man of "decided and astute personality1 not without a pleasant

and sorter gleam here and there, but only too often with the glitter or
ateel and an at!ected piety.n 84 In his youth he had been let't an orphan;
immigrated to Richmond and worked with his uncle, William Galt, a rich
Scotch merchant.
William Galt had a prosperous mercantile and tobacco business in

Richmond and over seas. He was; said to have accumulated by his death one
o! the largest fortunes in Virginia.
Mr. Galt' s generous and native clannishness were
the mainstay, the hope1 and the means or tinal grat.ifi-

cation of a. host, of squabbling, poor Scotch relatives.85

In the same coonting house with John Allan was another young
Scotchman,

Charl~s

Ellis, Tiho also had relatives living in Richmond in the

trading business. After serving for some yea.rs in Mr. Galt•s business,

82Ibid.; pp.27-29.
gf.~en,. Hervey, The Life and Times of Edr;ar Allan Poe1 p.2).
~id.
8 Ibid., 'p.24.

John Allan.and Charles Ellis established a partnership in a general mercantile and trading business to be carried on both by sea and land. ThiSir
most profitable business was the buying· and selling or tobacco. Their

two unolee,, William Galt and Josiah Ellis, probably backed them either by
capital or f;tuf!iaient credit to establish their business on a £inn basis. 86
The store called "Ellis and Allan" wao on Thirteenth Street.
The .firm dealt in everything tmder the stm, and

would do or per.form anything 'Which mi.s profitable and
ostensibly law.ful. Peace could not satiate nor did

war abate the Winite variety or,· their correspondence
and their ways of gathering pence. 87
The war of 1812 dlid not stop their trade, but they continued to
get goods and news to and !ram Scotland.
In addition to the great item of tobacco (in l'lhich
most of the imported merchandise purchased from the :firm
or Virginians was paid ror in kind) the partners dealt
in l'lheat,, hay, maize, com, meal, grains, i'ine teas and
cof':rees 1 cloth, clothing or all kinds, nowered
stuffs,. seeds, wines and liquors (especially Philadelphia claret)J outfitted slaves, supplied plantations
with agricultural implements, nails and hardwareJ chartered ships and coastwise schoonersJ imported tombstones, and, as a side issue, were not above trading in horses,
Kentucky swine i'rom the settlements and old slaves whom
they hired out at th& coal pit till they died. The concern
also advanced money; dabled occasionally in city real estate ••••• It was on the whole a thrifty, a Scotch, and
sometimes a
d atm.osphere in 1Vhich Charles and his
partner moved.

soef

Mrs. Philips, who lived in Richmond at this same time and was lmown
by the ·AJ.lans,

was a. milliner from Scotland. It was in her home that Mrs.Poe,

with her children, boarded. Mrs• John Allan and her .friend, Mrs. William
86rbid•
87jEI<l.
88fbid. p.27.

Mackenzie, visited Mrs. Poe and her children at Mrs. Philip's home and
assisted Mrs. ·Poe by bringing her food.

Mrs. Philips was said to be !ran

a well knOMl Scotch family.89
One or the best knOllll or the business men in early Richmond was
Joseph Gallego, a native of Malaga, Spain, who was born in 1768 and died
1n 1818 •. Joseph Gallego was of noble birth, and it is said that he

connected 'With the .family'

or the

was

i'atnous Co\lllt Ferdinand de Lesseps, Tdlo

ns responsible for the construction o:r the Suez Canal. He came to Rich-·
mond with Mr. John August:us Cheval.lie

or Rochelle,

FranceJ they continued

to be friends and married sisters, the daughters of Mrs. Mary Ma.gee.90

He lived in the equ.ars that was bounded by Fifth and Sixth and Main and
Carr Streets• His home was called "Mold.av-la. n9l
·when he ca.me to Richmond in the ·latter part

tury, he became a shopkeeper

or

or

the eighteenth cen-

general merchandise and ship chandlery •.

He set up the Gallego Uills in 17891 and his flour was unrivalled in the
Spanish;. European, and South American markets.9 2
Mr. Gallego and his Tdi'e attended the theatre in Richmond the

night of December 261 l8ll1 and Mrs. Gallego lost her li!e in the fire that
night. Mr. Gallego escaped by leaping from a Window after his wire was lost.93
Jolm A. Oheva.llie1 the friend of Mr. Gallego1 . came to Richmond

soon after the Revolution to collcwt the. claims of Baron de Beaumarchais
and to be an agent. for Penet,.Dacosta, Brothers, co-partners and merchants

a~Ibid.,p.14.
9

.

Munford1 George Wythe,, The Two Parsons,

p.445.

9l7veddell1 Alexander Eilbourne, Richmond Virginia in Old Prints, p.88.
~~illiam and Mary Quarterly,!!, 3-2, p.l'.56.
"'.Mun.ford,

.21? ·~

in the town

or

Nantz 1 France• He had been brought up in the anti-

revolutionary days or the French society. Baron de Beaumarchais had
i'urnished large quantities of arms and supplies to the United States
during the Revolution, and Mr. Chevallie was trying to collect over
eleven thousand pounds from the State of Virginia..94
In 1803 he issued a petition to Governor Page on behalf ot the

family or Baron de Beaumarchais.
Your lmowledge or the eminent service of Mr.
Beaumarchais to this country will make you commiserate for the suffering of his Representatives who
are unable to discharge his debt and support th9$1°
families it kept much longer out of this mon~y.
The company or Penet, Dacosta, Brothers, had shipped military

stores to Virginia for use in the Revolution• In 1791, the General Assembly passed a decree to pay the debt.96
Mordecai says about Chevallie•s work or collecting debts,"After
many years of constant exertion, he succeeded in his object at last it my

memory serves me.u 97

Prior to 1804 Mr• Chevallle had been appointed as Inspector ot
the Penitentiary; and in 1804 he declined the appointment for a second
term because of private business.9 8

Among the other Scotch merchants was William. Brown, a native of
Kirkandbright, ScoUand. He lost his life in the theatre fire of 1811.

In discharging the social duties his conduct was
invariably re~ated by principles or honour, rectitude
and integrity.

9;callendar of Virginia State Paperst IX, P•37l·
9 Ibid. .
. .
~~rrennrng, ·Statues at ~ie 2 XIII, p.32.3.
1f:ordecai, 2l?•cit., p.10 •
9 Gall.endar of Virginia State Papers, IX, p.40J.
99Burton, Lewis,W.Histo!A" of Henrico Parish and Old st.John's Church,p.499.

Nathaniel Dlll'llop was a native or Ireland and

c~

to Richmond

as a young man. As a merchant in R.1ohmond1 he acquired success and a
100
good reputation.

Archibald Freeland was a success1'll tobacco manufacturer

or

Richmond and an exporter. He -nas bom in Glasgow, Scotland, and died
in Richmond in

1849.101

Each of these business men was part or the life of the city.
.
l~
Another was John tester, who was born at Saul, in Great Britain.
One

or the most respectable or the

commercial houses about 1800

was that or McClure, Brydie and Company, 'Which was located near Shockoe
Warehouse. \Then Mr. Brydie 1 who lived at the south""'West corner

or Grace

and Seventh Streets, died, Mr. John Mccredie took his place in the business. Yr. Mccredie one night in 1807 was rushing across Capitol Square·
as there had been a fire al.am. The sentrie hailed him, but either be-

cause he didl'l.' t hear the call or because he did not heed it, Mr. Mccredie
:tailed to stop and the sentry shot and killed him.103

Among the small shop-keepers of Richmond was Aubon de la Foret,
a Frenchman, who kept a confectionary and candy shop.
Few could compete with the Forester for the palm of
ugliness. To look at him and at his sign1 you would
be apt to think it a misnomer ... so little were the
man and the name adapted to each other. His nose would
have been very prominent, but that it was turned harda-starboard1 which probably saved it from running a.foul

libt~,,p~4J6.
101
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102
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lO Ibid.,p.465.
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ot other objects. His legs were mismatched, one

being exceedingly bond, which gave him a lee lurch
in walking. His eyes stoolt eo prominently out of
his head that one might suppose he could see in all
directions at once, and his complexion vied in hue
and wrinkles with his own dried figs. But with all
this lack of "personal pulchritude," as Yr. Rootes
termed beauty, Mr. Lai'orest,, as he waa usually
called, was a worthy, honest, and industrious man,
and his children inherited, with his good name gomething better than his figure and his features. 10
Richmond needed its watchmakers, and soon after the city became
the capital, James Galt of Williamsburg moved to Richmond and advertised
that he would "keep clocks in repa.il9 by the year a.t reasonable

~ates. ul0.5

There was competition tor Mr. Galt in the business of John Reetly tram
Dublin.106

Near the ravine between Clay and Leigh1 and Seventh and Tenth
Streets, there was a place called the French Garden whichserved refreshments.

This was constructed by Didier Colin and some or his co-exiles :f'ro.m the
massacre at

st.

Domingo. Here lemonade, fruits, and other refreshments

were served to visitors o:f' the Garden. It was Didier Colin who owned the
land and after his death "some of hie surviving partners, thinking that he
had tor .rear or another disaster buried his money, dug up his nower-roots,

his strawberries, and other fruits, 1n their fruitless search tor the hidden
treasure."l07
There were several German-Hebrews in the business .field in Richmond. Jacob I .. Cohen, the. ~lder1 settled in Richmond towards the end
lQ)L

1051b1d,, PP• 130-131 •

. lO~tiruird. 1 ·Mary Newton,. Richmond-Its People and Its Stoz:y,
10-~bid•t p.53.
7Jr1oi=deca1; 21?•.sllit 2nd ed. 1 p.221.

p.34.

or

the Revolution. Cohen and Isaacs, afterwards became a prominent i'irm.

Jacob I. Cohen left Renish, Prussia, in 1773 1 !aUght in the Revolution,
and then settled in Richmond as a merchant. By 1787 he and his partner
mmed the Inn named "Bird in the Hand" which was at the i'oot

ot Church Hill.

It was one 0£ the ,old.est hotels. He built up a reputation for stem integrity as a merchant and banker and was honored by his fellow citizens in many

ways. In 1794 his name appeared with Jolm Marshall and others who were re108
ceived as trustees or the Masonic Han.
Marcus Elcan, another merchant, came to Richmond about 1782.and
according to the records owned a slave and one animal.1 probably a horse, in
109
1788. He was a member the Richmond Lodge in 1785.
An advertisement of his store came out in the October 111 17871

Virginia Gazette.
Marcus Elcan, has for sale at his store, a neat
assortment of seasonable goods consisting or different
colours and qualities or broad-oloatha, with trimmings
suitable, coatings, frizes, striped and rose blankets,
rugs and flannels ••••• Tenorif.f' wigs, Geneva in cases
and pigs, porter in bottles, Liverpool salt, and a
number, which he will sell !or cash, comitry 11reuce1
and Public Seourities, on very moderate terms.
These early Jewish merchants settled here and grew up with the
city. Others of these were Mr. Myer Kirkheim, the candle makerJ Jacob Mordecai, a merchant,, Zalma Rehine, a storekeeper, and Jacob Lyon, a merchant;1lJ

Joseph Marx, who was born in Hanover, Germany, came to Richmond

early in lli'e and entered the mercantile business too. He soon became a
merchant of the first class. Although starting business on the narrowest
scale, his ventures soon became profitable as 'W'ell as numerous.

Mr. Marx

was generous and helped many calls of charity. The Bank or Virginia, the
first in this Sta.te, was established in 1804 and the Fanner•s Bank1 which
had branches .throughout the state, was founded in 1812.

Joseph Marx was

one or the six directors •112

Isaac Leeser came later to Richmond !rom Neuenkerchen, Vfestphalia,
in 1824 'When he

was only seventeen. A!'ter arriving in the city he attended

school and then entered the mercantile establishment
Rehine. Isaac Leeser1 like so many

of

or his

uncle, Zalma

the other immigrants, was drawn to

this city by relatives who had already cane here. He remained in the mer-

cantile business only five years as he didn't like it. Writing interested
him more.

He was the founder

or

the Jewish press in America, a Pioneer of

the Jerdsh pulpit in . the United States, translated the Bible : and
became an
.

author and publisher. The journalist, John Hamden Pleasants, helped him to

receive recognition as a writer by opening the columns ot his paper to him
and by drawing public attention to his work.113
Gottfried Lange tried maey fields of interest after coming to Rich-

mond in 1837 fran Er£urt1 Prbsia. He was a shoemaker and a poet. A.f'ter
his arrival in R1Chmond1 he worked for sometime as a common labOrer on the
James River Canal. When he had saved some money, he established himself as

ll2Ibid.

l.l.3ibici':, PP• S4-S5.

a shoemaker, pruned vines, and at last opened a wine and beer saloon. In

1851 he founded, because of his great interest

in public af£airs 1 the

organization of the "Teutache Kranken-gesellscha.!t zu Richmond," which in
his presence celebrated its fiftieth anniversary on October 19 1 1891.114
The coal mines near Richmond drew immigrants. Mr. Heinrich, the
outstanding mining engineer o! his day in the Richmond i'ield,, was born in
Germa.ny- and was graduated from Frieburg (Germany) School

or Mines.

Arriv-

ing in Richmond in 18501 he practiced as a Civil Engineer and architect
and taught draWing in the Richmond schools.

Although he later left Rich-

mond to work in salt mines in Canada and to conduct a mining and mechanical

institute in Drifton, Pennsylvania, at his death in 1886, his body was
buried in Hollywood Cemetery in Richmond~ll~
Yany

others came to Richmond prior to 1860 to enter the industries

and other businesses. There are in the Richmond courts records of these
immigrants applying for citizenship. There were watchmakers, storekeepers,
confectioners, shoemakers, merchants, tailors, tavernkeepers, cabinet-makers,
segar makers, and many others. Each or these with their families played
an import.ant part in the life of the growing city.
.

ohuricht,

.

~.cit.,

II, p.L.l.

ladleigh1 F.R.-;-Tiie Story of the Richmond, Virginia1 Coal Fields

and its Developnent1 pp.29-30.

CHAPTER V

IMMIGRANTS IN THE PROFESSIONS
The immigrants brought their religion and sometimes their ministers with them. The catholic religion was not represented by a priest

prior to 1791 as there were few, i£ any Catholics, in Richmond. During

the Reign of Terror in the French Revolution many Catholic priests ned
to the United States. and one of these was Abbe Jean Dubois. He landed in
Norfolk in July, 17911 and came to R1ch:11ond.

Father Dubois had letters
..

!rom Lafayette to many prominent people and families in Virginia • James
Monroe, the Randolphs and the Lees.116
When the Catholic' priest &Tived iri Richmond, the General Assembly

was in session and invited him to celebrate Mass in the Hall or. the House
of Delegates.

The present capitol building had just been completed, and it

was here that the first Catholic Mass was offered in Richmond.117
During his short missionary work in Richmond, Father Dubois

SUP'"'

ported himself by teaching the French language, and he himself was taught
English "by a no less illustrious personage then the great Patrick Henry
himself ."118
116A Priest of ~'le Diocese_. The Catholic Church in the City and
Diocese of Richmond, p •.38_.
.
ll71eeiley, A.il., Memoranaa. of the Histo of' the Catholic Church
llOin Richmond, Va., ince the Revolu ·ion 1 P• •
A Priest of the D!ocese, .2,E•clt., p.]9.

Father Dubois left 1n 1792, but he was followed in 1798 by Father
T~ O~

Mongrand1 · who was the first regular stationed priest in Richmond.

When the law was passed in 1798 requiring all aliens to

register~

Father

Mongrand was the first to register at Richmond• Vi?ginia,
His letter was dated "Shillelah" December 1811798.
He gave his age as fifty-four yeareJ his place of nativity Tonnay1 FranceJ his occupation minister of the
119
Roman Catholic Church; his place of residence nshillelah" • .
Father Xavier Michel

(sometimes called Miguel) followed him 1n lBlli

He was a. French secular priest belonging to the Fathers

or

the Faith, and was

formerly Canon ot Toulonse. Father John McElroy was sent to help him, and
they served until 1813.120
Joseph Gallego, the Spanish merchant of Richmond.11 left at his death
in 1816, a thousand dollars for the support or a. Catholic Chapel.

In 1821 Ur.

Southgate, a. Scotchman by birth, and one of the most properous merchants in
Richmond at the time, gave the Catholics a small organ.121

By 1846 there were enough German Catholics in Richmond to have their
own priest. The first one was the Reverend Mr. Braun, who came in 1048 and

first said Mass in the Cathedral preaching a.t intervals in German. Later
these Germans moved their services to a house cm Marshall Street on the south•
west corner of Sixth.

In 18$0 Father Braun left, and he was succeeded by a German Jesuit,
the Reverend .Mr. Palhuber. He was greatly respected and loved.122

ll9

.

12Qib7~·J p.40.
bl. •J p.5.
1211hid.
122xeiiey. op.cit., p.11 •
.

····--

German catholics of Richmond are noted for their
devotedness, and especially for the mrnbe1" and· i~Sel
lence or their pious and char1:'c.ablo · sodalities •
As early as 1791 there was a German Hebrew Church, Beth Sha:lome.

This church followed the Portuguese form of organization which was strange
to the German :immigrants. Later another synagogue was built on Ararshall

.

124

Street near Sixth. In 1848 the present synagogue Beth Ahaba was dedicated.

The German Lutheran Church did not have an eai•ly beginning in Richmond) the ma.Jority or early Lutherans ware in the rural areas. In 1844 a

representative was sent to Richmond to see if' there were enough prospective
Lutherans there to encourage missionary work. The minister received a little

encouragement, but it was maey years be!ore there were enough Lutherans in
Richmond to organise a congregation. In 1851 John Samuel William Schmogrow,
llho had come from Prussia in 1849, was sent to Richmond.
church "Which was dedicated in

1854

He established a

but survived only a short tillle. The min-

ister resignod in 1855 and went to Qhio.125
There were in Richmond two Scotch ministers who were the best of
.friends and 1'h0 were loved by Riehmonders • One o! these
Buchanan

'WaS

Reverend John

of the Episcopal Church. He was bom in Scotland in the year

and graduated as Master of Arts at the Universit;r of Edinburgh.

The man upon whom a degree or that sort was eonrerred in those days possessed rather more 0£ the
general knowledge which appertained to that high degree, than is acquired by the superficial skimming
and cramming which enables one to obtain suoh a degree

.
_,;.:chur1cht1 ~.ei~._, II, p.29.
12 Cassell, c. ""'Finch,, w.T., and Hankel, Elon
editors,
Histo~ of the Lutheran Church in Virginia and East Tennessee,,
12~

o.,

w.n 1u.

·

1743

in too man:r cases 1n more modern times

became, there!ore 1 a close student •••••

~ ••

6

John Buchanan, 'Who had planned to practice

He

law, gave up the

idea

and instead, came to Richmond to join his oldest brother, James Buchanan,
who

was a merchant in the City. Another brother1 Alexander, .too was here

with James Buchanan.

John Buchanan gave up commerce and retumed to Eng--

land to study the ministry, coming back to Richmond just as the Revolution

At f'irst he could not get an Episcopal church and became a pri•
vate tutor. His study of law and his short time spent in commerce helped
him in his work in the ministry.

After tutoring for a mile, he assisted

Reverend Mr. Selden, 'Who was the Rector

or

the Parish of Henrico. At the

death o! Reverend Selden1 Jolm 'Buchanan succeeded as Rector of the Parish.12•
Reverend Jolm Dunburrow Blair was a Presbyterian. He was

or

Scotch descent, but he was born in this country. Hie father was Reverend

John Blair, and his mother was the daughter

or an English merchant

named

Dunburrow.128

These two Parsons, as they were called; not only were close
friends but of£1c1a.ted at the same church on alternate Sundays. In a let-

ter to Parson Blair a friend wrote:The Rev. Yr. Buchanan, or the Episcopa;L, and the
Rev. Mr. Blair, of the Presbyterian church, ·mo nre
linked together in a very 1Brm and intimate friendship,

officiated alternately, according to the fonns of their
respective churches. On one Sunday, the people were
PretJbytaria.ns in exte:na.l appearance, and the next they

~~'l11l£ord, ,2p,.cit., p.29.
l2~id., pp. 3~
bid., p.3$.

12
were Episcopalians in aspect J but etill the same • 9

The Episcopal vestry of the Henrico Parish had passed a. decree
permitting Reverend M. Blair to preach at St. Johns' Church in Richmond
every other Sunday.lJO
Parson Buchanan never married, and at the death

or his

brother,

James, he received enough money to live in comf'ort the rest of his life.
Parson Blair did marry and had to depend upon his salaey from his church
and school to support his large family •. His friend helped him out by giv-

wg

him all the cl~cal fees he received !'rom marriages or christenings.lJl

These two .friends died only a few months apart. Parson Buchanan
died at eighty in December, 1822.132 His friend, Parson Blair, died January,
18231 at sixtY""!our.13.3

was built in 1799
Nineteenth and Franklin Streets.134 From an ar-

The first Methodist meeting house in Richmond

at the Northeast corner

or

ticle by the Reverend Doctor A. a. Brown we learn a
- The house was ••• or brick, fronting thirtY""'five
reet on Franklin Street, and running back forty feet 1n
~

line with Nineteenth Street ••••. This ••• was .formerly
set apart to the worship.or Almighty God in the year 18001
when· there were on1y · t\mnty-eight white Methodists in the

city, and these for the most part not or the natiye~popu
la.tion but immigrants £rom England and elsewhere.J..;S;>

These immigrants took pa.rt not only in religion but also in the
field of medicine. Dr. James UcGlurg was the son

~~bid., p~36·
]Jl~id •• p.44.
, JJ2'1l>id.J. p.52.
l3Jibid. 1 p.452·
13,,Ibid., p.16S.
l.3~eddell,

.

2J?eCit. 1 p.32 o
""Weddell, 2l?•Cit., pp.J2-J) o

or an

English arm;y s.ur-

geon and settled in Richmond in 1783, residing first at Tenth and Bank
Streets and later at Sixth and Grace Streets. He

1faS

not only active as

one of Richmond's leading medical pract161oners, but he was active politi•
call.y as well. Dr. Mcclurg served as a member o! the Constitutional Con- ·

vention in Philadelphia in 17871 was three times mayor of Richmond, and
.

served as first president of the .Medical Society of Virginia.13

6

Another doctor ot Richmond about 1000 was Dr. Cohen, a physician

and surgeon .from Hamburg, Germany.
Dr• William Fouchee was educated at Edinburg and served as physician
and surgeon in the Revolution·. He· took up his residence in Richmond a..rtel'
the war and became the oity•s first mayor. Although he served in the House
of Delegates and was a. member of the Pri07 Cott'lcil, he also practiced medi-

137

cine in Richmond until hie death in 18JS.

John Brockenborough; Jr. 1 graduated in medicine in Edinburgh in

1795 and became one 0£ Richmond's prominent physicians. He built the house
which became the White House of the Confederacy.

Later he deserted medicine

for banking.l.38
About 1860 the medical protession 1n Richmond was well represented
by Germans such as

Doctors

u.

A. Ru.st, Wilhelm Grebe, Garwenzel, Th.Bolde-

mann and Deutsch, and by the druggists o. A. Streoher,
Julius Fischer,· H. Bodecher, L. Wagner, J. Kindervater

:!i!~=s::, C:~~=~j~h

!~ 6Richmond

.,..,.11i:;ra.

a Swede by birth, asso-

Ga.J2ital of Virginia Approaches to Its Histo17, p.23.3•

·

13~ ... ·pp~' 2.32-23.3. .
·.
139sChuricht1 ·.2£·~,n, pp.48-49.

Some well known writers ca.me to Richmond during this period. Among
these were John Thompson Callender, "a well educated Scotchman, an able
He was employed by the editor of the Examiner

writer and a great sot.n140

in promoting the election of Thomas Je!ferson and entered fully the field

Federalists' and Republicans' arguments.

ot

John Callender was an able writer,

whether drunk or sober .lhl
A foul-mouthed, foul minded creature by the name of
John Thompson Callender,-a Scotchman who had been obliged
to flee his own country for political offences • drifted
to Richmond, and the Republicans \ll'll.ble to resist using
his facility for calling names, they were ashamed to call
themselves permitted ft~ abusive articles to disgrace their
organ ~ The Examiner.

lie was tried in 1800 under the Alien and Sedition Acts for libelling
President Adams, found

~'tl'

and sent to jail. The trial in Richmond. was a

farce except to Gallender. The Judge lost his temper, and during the trial
the Council for the Defense dropped the case. Callender rs sentences 11ere nine
months in jail and a two hundred dollar £ine.lh3
While in jail, _he continued to wrlte1 and his article "Richmond Jail"

appeared in The Examiner. In jail he wrote a volume

or his

book entitled

The Pros;peet Before USJ.some.say Thomas Jefferson aided him with the book by
sending him one hundred dollars .144 In his book he described Mr. Adams as a

"hoaey'-headed incendiary who noated on a mere bladder or popularityJ and never
opened his lips, or lifted his pen without threatening and soolding."145

lhO -

., 1,,Mordeaa1 1

.21?•c1t., p.l6';>•

~

~Partv _Violence:-1790.1800," Virginia M$azine of History and BiograPhz,

XXIX, p.175.

142
lh3stanard1 £1?.·C~! p.80.

.

~ook1 Jolftl E~ . ~ V~r~inia A Histo:z of the Peopl~,
~tanard.1 ~.cit., p.lr.

·

Cook, S?,E•Cit._, p.482.

p.483.

After Jefferson was elected president, John Callender was released
0

and tried to get something in payment for his service. As he !'ailed, he

changed politics, and Mr. Jefferson immediately became his target.146
This Scotch blackguard in the course or a rew
months became the most outrageous oppoment of his
toriner friends. ·securing an interest in the Recorder
a Richmond paper, he poured forth a constant stream ot
the foulest calumny and abuse. No name and no subject
was sacred from the attacks or this drunken scoundrel.
It seems strange that the men or the generation so ready
with the pistol as they were, should have allWd Callender
to live a day after some of his publications.
As

long as he lived, Callender's ability as a writer 11as at the use

of anyone llho could pay !or it. He died

or drowning;

he fell into Shockoe

Creek while drunk.148

The only foreign born person to be offered the candidacy

or Vice-

President of the United States was Albert Gallatin, who was born in Geneva,
Switzerland. His !ull name was Abra.ham. Alphonse Albert Gallatin. In April,

1780, in company with a friend, he left Geneva secretly and came to America.

Prior to leaving Switzerland,. he had been a pupil of Johannes von Mueller, and
the Elector

or Hessia.1

a classmate ot hisj. had offered him. a position in his

cabinet. He came to Richmond to collect claim89

Although he could speak littl1

English, his talent& were soon discovered by Patrick Henry and other leaders in

Virginia.149
When he firet came to Richmond, he boarded in the home
and fell in love with her

daughter~

148 iiordeoai1 ~.cit.;, p.165. ·

Allegn~

At first Mrs. Allegne refUsed to allow her

~6»Party Violence, 1790-1800", loc.cit., p.179 •
.1.47 Ibid.
-

149 Schuricht; ,S?•cit., II, p.14.

or Mrs.

150
daughter to marry Mr. Gallatin, but later consented.

Later Mr. Gallatin occupied the residence on a square between
Leigh and Clay Streets. He made the statement that Richmond was more fasinating to him than Boston.151
1!..r. John Marshall advised Yr. Gallatin against

becoming a lawyer

and advised him to spend his time studying statesmanship and f'inance. · He

followed this advice and later was a member of the United States Senate,
Secretary of the Treasury, and Ambassador to France and English.152
!n a letter 'Written in 1848 to the Virginia Historical S cciety ho

recalls with pleasure his experiences in Richmond expressing it "with all
the warmth that age gives to its recollection o! youth.153
One
at the corner

or

the Scotch lawyers of' Richmond was John Warden, 'Who lived

or Franklin and Fifth Streets.
He was one of the best read and worst i'eatured1 most·

good tempered and most ill f'ormedJ but among the most well
informed of the Richmond bar - his mind and body werf! a
bundl.e or contrasts. His ugliness was so attractive and
so strongl,y marked; that the boys used to amuse themselves
in drawing llkemesa of his short thick figure, crooked
legs and satyi-like reaturet on the walls or the court

room. But his talents, wit and humor compensatecLfpr the
externals, in which nature had been so niggardly.l.54
Ur. Warden, who always retained his Scotch accent and Scotch alle-

giance, looked contemi;>tuously on Republicanism in ita inrancy and on its
rebel repreaentatives. During one of the sessions of the Legislature, he

i~~bid~i

II,

p~l9 •

Ibid• 1 II, p.20 •
2

.,.r:'

~Ibid.-

~~Adams, Henryj The Life of Albert Gallatin, p.5).
Mordecai, 2.E.•cit., p.8!?.

he was reported to have uttered rude remarks about that body. He was told

to apologize or go to jail.
The sarcastic Scot assumed the prescribed hmnble
position, and thus apologizedt "Mr. Speaker, I confess
I did say that your honors were not fit to ca.ITy euts to
a bear - I now retract that assertion and acknowledge
that you are fit.n Then slowly rising, he brushed the
dust trom his keens, - muttered" a damned dirty hoose,n
made his bow and retired, amid_ tµe mirth and mortification
of the members and bysta.nders.155
Hrl.llippe

was the son

s.

Peticolas 1 an artist who made his home in Richmond,

or a. veteran

soldier, Colonel Nicholas Peticolas, and was bom

at Megieres, France in 1760. He painted from life a miniature

or George

Washington. As a young man, he served in the army under the Prince of Deux.

After leaving the army, he went to San Domingo to take possession of an estate left him by a deceased brother. In 1790 he came to America locating
first in Philadelphia. It was during the latter part of his life that he
acquired proficiency in the art of miniature painting.

Persuaiion .t':ran John

Gallego helped him. decide to settle in Richnond in 1805. By 1840 he was a
member

or the well•knom St.

James• Episcopal Churoll.156

The United States received many inmdgrants .from 1775 to 1860. Rich-

mond, Virginia1 received only a small share of these, but this group was important to the growth

or

the city as I have tried to sh01'l by telling of some of

the important citizens or Richmond who migrated here.

l55Ibid.·

l56BrocK, R.A., "Virginia'o Past in Portraiture", William and
Quarterly, II (July 189J) pp.31-32.
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